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Some personal biographical data seems appropriate to
contextualize the historical narrative which follows.
1961-1966 A.B., U.C.L.A.
1962-1964 Misión Mexicana del Norte, Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.
1966-1968 Worked as graduate research assistant for
Hugh Winder Nibley while doing graduate
work in Religion at BYU.
1968-1973 A.M. at U.C. Santa Barbara in World-Religious
Studies, working especially with Thomas F.
O’Dea and Birger Pearson.
1973-1987 Ph.D. at Cornell University (primarily history
and anthropology), based on fieldwork (19801982) among the Kpelle people of Liberia.

I left BYU in 1968 after suffering, as a passenger,
in six months time what normally would have been two
fatal automobile accidents. Already having been
admitted to UCSB, Professor Nibley told me that if I
came back to complete advanced degrees in religion at
BYU he would never speak to me again, because I
“would have nothing to say” (Hugh then made an
explicitly pointed critique of academic in-breeding in
BYU Religion at the time). During the rest of my
graduate studies elsewhere, I stayed in contact with
him through various means, primarily because I still
sporadically worked on Brigham Young materials we
had researched together. My other responsibilities to
him at BYU had included my subsequently continuing
study/critiques of both LDS apologetics for the Book
of Mormon (a never-completed thesis) and of templerelated ritual texts across cultures and through world
history. I also continued to follow his other research.
After I left BYU, among his other projects, Hugh
published serially on aspects of the LDS Pearl of
Great Price, first focusing on Abraham, and then on
Enoch, which appeared in the Ensign magazine as “A
Strange Thing in the Land: The Return of the Book of
Enoch” (1976-1977). Some of these and others of his
writings on Enoch later appeared with slightly altered
content in Enoch the Prophet (1986). LDS interest in
the study of these texts continues (e.g.: Givens 2012).
None of this would have brought me here today.
had not Terrell M. Butler, a fellow-graduate student at
Cornell, invited me to join him in attending a guest
lecture there that was to be given by Matthew Black.
Professor Black was then in residence at Princeton’s
Institute of Advanced Studies (1976-1977) and had
been invited to Cornell to discuss his researches on

Enoch, including especially the Qumran sources and
later correlations. I had no particular expectations
until Professor Black advanced his conclusion that
those Enoch texts were part of a genuine tradition and
pre-dated Genesis, that Moses had drawn upon those
Enoch sources in creating Genesis, and that certain
carefully clandestine groups had, up through the
middle-ages, maintained, sub rosa, an esoteric
religious tradition based in the writings of Enoch, at
least into the time of and influencing Dante.
I should note that at that time I had more-or-less
firmly in memory a series of clear differences Hugh
had shown between 1 Enoch (the 1821 Laurence text,
at least available in theory to Joseph Smith), the clearly
distinct “Extracts” which the prophet had published
(1832), and later Enoch texts discovered after 1844.
I had elsewhere explored the concept of textavailability, beginning in the 1960s, using what I then
defined as an “information environment” (consisting of
what hard evidence shows could have been known,
from manuscripts, inscriptions, etc., at a given time
and place on a specific topic or text).
Waiting until the last of the lecture crowd had
disappeared, I asked Professor Black if he was familiar
with Joseph Smith’s Enoch text. He said he was not
but was interested. He first asked if it was identical or
similar to 1 Enoch. I told him it was not and then proceeded to recite some of the correlations Dr. Nibley
had shown with Milik & Black’s own and others’
Qumran and Ethiopic Enoch materials. He became
quiet. When I got to Mahujah (Moses 7:2), he raised
his hand in a “please pause” gesture and was silent.
Finally, he acknowledged that the place-name of
Mahujah could not have come from 1 Enoch. He then
formulated an hypothesis, consistent with his lecture,
that a member of one of the esoteric groups he had
described previously must have survived into the 19th
century, and hearing of Joseph Smith, must have
brought the group’s Enoch texts to New York from
Italy for the prophet to translate and publish. I did not
argue the point that the Book of Mormon might not
have been available in Europe in time for someone to
sail to the U.S. and get to upstate New York to meet a
late 1830 (or even 1832) “publication deadline”.
I then recommended that he obtain a copy of the
LDS Pearl of Great Price, with which he was not
familiar, and consider the text. He avowed he would,
our conversation soon ended pleasantly and we went

our separate ways. Arriving home, I promptly called
Brother Nibley in Provo, told him that Matthew Black
was at Princeton (Hugh, of course, already was quite
familiar with Black’s work), gave a synopsis of his
lecture and our conversation, and pointed out it would
be much cheaper for BYU to fly Black to Provo from
New Jersey than from Scotland. Professor Black was

soon invited to lecture and came to BYU.
While Hugh subsequently told me the two of them
enjoyed a long private conversation (oh, to have been
a fly-on-the-wall), Black, however, refused to entertain
any questions about the LDS scriptures in his public
lecture.
gct—2/25/2013
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